
The Modern SaaS Provider’s Real Trial of Fire: Securing Customer Access
- Anytime, Anywhere

How technology executives of leading SaaS providers leverage cutting-edge innovations 
in passwordless authentication to deliver phishing-proof, flawless customer experiences
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Overview
Despite all the unprecedented disruption, SaaS 
businesses have a lot to do when it comes to 
empowering customers with seamless, 
centralized access to their services at all times. 
One of the reasons for this is that they still 
struggle to find a way to ensure secure, 
phishing-proof authentication for customers.

Ironically, this means that in a year when there 
were more urgent requests than ever before for 
new software and functionalities, remote 
customer authentication management and a 
growing number of password resets took 
centerstage for SaaS companies who were 
already grappling with unimaginable workloads. 
Despite shifting workloads to the cloud to 
support “anytime, anywhere” work, businesses 
have found little success in transitioning 
customers to agile authentication systems that 
would empower them to securely – and rapidly – 
access software and services on the go.
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This white paper explains why SaaS 
providers need to transition to passwordless 
customer authentication, and how it can be 
done without complicating the code.

What are the top security risks 
facing SaaS customers today?
Though cyber security has evolved considerably 
over the years, it has remained an arms race, 
with attacks growing in both frequency and 
intensity over time. As a result, some of the 
major security risks facing SaaS customers 
today are data breaches/ theft, phishing, hostile 
account takeovers, and identity theft. That’s 
without even taking into account compliance, a 
risk that’s in its own league.

According to CNBC, digital fraud attempts – 
ranging in type from phishing to identity theft – 
shot up by 25.07% in the first quarter of 2021. 
In fact, it has been observed that an 
overwhelming majority of cyber attacks – about 
80% of them – stemmed from compromised 
passwords. Passwords are not only a huge 
hassle for users, but also shockingly vulnerable to 
amateur, skilled, or just plain determined hackers.

Passwordless authentication: 
Secure and easy access 
minus the cyber threats
Enabling secure access for remote and 
hybrid customer access is now critical 
to SaaS businesses. Unless they can 
offer agile, user-friendly accessibility 
options to keep pace with demand, 
they stand to lose market share, or 
worse, relevance.

The first step to ensuring robust 
security for hybrid customer access is 
error-proof authentication. In other 
words, there is an urgent need to shift 
toward more user-native identification 
options such as fingerprint or facial 
scanning. Hanko’s cloud-hosted, 
FIDO-authorized passwordless 
authentication API enables failsafe, 
scalable multi-factor authentication 
that empowers customers with 
instantaneous access, without any of 
the usual concerns of security or 
compliance.

Our easy, plug-and-play integration 
supports deployment within weeks, 
which means that there is no need to 
expend additional developer time and 
effort, or to plan an elaborate rollout. 
In other words, you can enable your 
customers from day zero, minus 
zero-day threats.

With the help of Hanko, we were able 
to prove the feasibility of our vision for 
a passwordless login at UID in terms 
of technical implementation as well as 
usability on all major operating 
systems such as Windows, MacOS, 
iOS, and Android. 

Michael Braun, 
IT Chief Product Owner of Identity & 
User Management, SAP

https://www.cnbc.com/2021/06/03/why-online-fraud-attempts-are-up-25percent-in-the-us.html
https://venturebeat.com/2021/05/31/password-authentication-is-a-mess-heres-a-system-to-replace-it/


5 undeniable benefits of passwordless authentication 
for disruptive, customer-first SaaS businesses
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Quick, cost-effective, 
and painless integration 
and deployment thanks 
to nearly zero code 
complexity and 360° 
support

No requirement for special hardware or external 
services such as text messages (leverages 

capabilities of existing user devices)
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Savings in the form of 
developer resources, 

time, and money

Frictionless and secure customer 
access and compliance with all 
the latest security standards

FIDO-approved open 
standards- based, multi- 

factor, user- native, 
breach- proof biometric 
authentication methods 

that are built for the future

Moving beyond passwords: 
A necessary shift made painless by Hanko
As we look forward to recovering from the ravages of last year, one thing is certain – hybrid access  will be 
more the norm than the exception going ahead. Now is a good time to start transitioning to passwordless 
customer authentication – and seamless, uninterrupted experiences free of archaic constraints – to make 
this possible. As we step into the future of software adoption, building resilience is key – and in this industry, 
that always centers around ensuring robust customer security. However, in today’s customer-driven world, 
there is no excuse for security at the cost of user convenience. Hanko’s FIDO-approved authenticators offer 
a range of convenient options, including tokens, biometric devices, and security keys, and are inherently 
convenient for the modern-day customer. Our mature passwordless technologies also allow centralized, 
scalable, role-based access to sensitive data and systems, thus ensuring that only the right people see the 
right information.

Passwordless authentication is practically the only way to ensure business relevance and growth in the 
SaaS industry in the post COVID era. To find out how easy it is to get started, drop us a line at info@hanko.io, 
or use our contact form . We’d be glad to have a quick, no-strings-attached chat to help you out.

Besides the obvious advantage of eliminating password vulnerability, 
Hanko’s passwordless authentication offers several business benefits:

mailto:info@hanko.io
https://www.hanko.io/contact
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About Hanko
Hanko is a Software-as-a-Service startup offering solutions for easy-to-use and secure authentication without 
passwords. Hanko’s Authentication Platform enables an effortless transition to password-free multi-factor logins 
and thus helps to increase the usability of authentication processes and to close security gaps. The company is a 
member of the international FIDO Alliance and the first European provider of a certified FIDO solution. With a 
developer API as its core product, Hanko is helping software developers to build and run their identity solutions 
without the complexity of implementing everything on their own. Hanko’s customers include international 
software and cloud providers, the public sector, and companies in the financial and healthcare sectors.

Shery Ghahraman
Sales Manager

+49 (0) 174 189 9973
shery.ghahraman@hanko.io

For additional information, please contact


